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Hackable Animals 

The belief in human liberty is the foundation of liberalism, free will and equal rights.  But we 

are increasingly treated as collections of data; we leave trails of information through our 

online searches and the products we buy.  If ‘free will’ becomes a series of algorithms, it can 

be co-opted and prone to manipulation by the owners of this data. This research confronted 

these themes by exploring Isabelle Graw’s1 conception of painting as an alive, vitalistic 

medium and proposed that, by hacking painting’s status as a medium that asserts the agency 

of the artist, questions can be posed about independence and individuality in the digital age.  

Hackable Animals presented ten large paintings, smaller works and installation components 

that were co-created by Neil Haddon, Robert O’Connor and Dr Megan Walch. The paintings 

were rotated through each artist’s studio, using the disruptive techniques of painterly collage 

to challenge each artist with new ways of working, surprising encounter and unexpected 

provocation. The resulting paintings were a mixture of styles, approaches and content that 

thwarted the otherwise predictable outcomes, preferences and choices that a digital 

algorithm would have assigned to each individual artist. The content of the paintings either 

directly or indirectly addressed choice, predictability and individual freedom. 

This research established that whilst painting continues to be a form of humanistic, 

subjective expression in relation to digital media, hacking this agency can provide critical 

reflection on the erosion of choice within the digital age. The significance of this research is 

demonstrated by receipt of funding from the Tasmanian Government via Arts Tasmania, the 

inclusion of the exhibition in a significant Tasmanian artist run gallery noted for its 

programming of experimental art and by critical review via  The Mercury Tas Weekend.  

1 Graw, I. 2018, The Love of Painting: Genealogy of a Success Medium, Berlin, Sternburg Press 
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Exhibition Texts 
 
Floor Sheet: 
 
Hackable Animals exhibition of collaborative paintings by Neil Haddon, Robert O’Connor and 
Megan Walch.  
  
Modernism is characterised by artists working in isolation. In the past, artisans would often 
belong to a guild, rather than working in seclusion. To this end, Haddon, O’Connor 
and Walch have formed their own guild: The Painters Guild of Hobart (not to be confused 
with the Hobart Guild of Painters).   
  
Over the past eight months, the three artists have worked on a series of large-scale 
paintings, periodically swapping the ten canvases through their studios and responding to 
what the previous artist had produced. Haddon, O’Connor and Walch have hacked one 
another’s skills, guided by a loose rubric: each painted a ground, then passed it on - so all 
three took turns on the one canvas.  
  
The ten paintings in this exhibition are works in progress. The three artists have orchestrated 
a collision of approaches; a black hole of content, in an effort to disrupt the preferences and 
outcomes that each individual artist might habitually make. The three artists gleefully 
undermine their own haphazard rules, creating disruption and schism that hacks comfortable 
practice; or the algorithms of artistic predictability. If painting is a form of subjective 
expression that embodies the agency of the artist then is this medium uniquely humanistic in 
relation to digital media?  
  
Hackable Animals has challenged each artist with new ways of working and has produced 
unpredictable content and outcomes: “---a schizophrenic explosion… a monster truck of 
f***… a goddamned monstrosity...”  
  
In this first stage of the project there are no conclusions, only propositions: left  
suspended, un-stretched, pinned, taped, with notations in the margins.   
To finish a painting might be to kill it. And who, of the three, would be willing to make that 
call? Acts of erasure, defacement and alteration are equal motivations to marking territory – 
to the narcissism of  “I Woz Here.”1   
Can this act of ‘unmaking’ paintings make space for interesting alternatives?  
  
Nick Cave writes that "humour is the Trojan horse that crosses the moat and infiltrates the 
castle, bringing with it the unsayable."2 However, our painterly pantomime is more than a 
theatre of the absurd. Absurdity is a category of realism that remains vital in the face of our 
self-erasure. The project is a generous one, we will invite others to join us. To this end we 
have revived Chris Bury’s ‘Painters Guild of Hobart’ for starters. The Guild’s first project 
is Hackable Animals.  
 

1 Krauss, R. E. 1993, The optical unconscious, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press. 

1 Cave, N. 2019, The Red Hand Files, issue 75, December, available at 
https://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-writers-out-there/ 

https://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-writers-out-there/
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HOME COLLABORATION SOLO TEXTS BLOG ABOUT US 

 

 

TEXTS 

ONE 

Hackable Animals is a three-way collaboration that began in an effort to test 

painting’s fiction of ‘aliveness’ (Graw 2018) in relation to the algorithm.[1] 
 

Is painting simply a sequence of predictably repeatable actions? 
 
How does this egocentric medium adapt to tampering from multiple authors? Yep, we 

know this has been done before – it’s a retro-futuristic project. 

We proceeded to hack one another’s skills guided by a loose rubric. Each of us 

painted a ground and passed it on - so all three took turns on the one canvas and 

sometimes the canvas did the rounds twice. Upon receipt of the painting instructions 

were given and sometimes ignored: populate the edges, be gestural, paint in one 

cell only. A list of materials accompanied the exchanged paintings to ensure 

cohesion. Content and themes emerged on the fly. The risk posed by stultifying habit 

and predictable outcomes (the comfort of a personal style) was confronted by 

surprising encounter and unexpected provocation. 

Provisionality and acts of erasure 

 
In this first stage of the project there are no conclusions, only propositions: left 

suspended, un-stretched, pinned, taped, with notations in the margins. To finish a 
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painting might be to kill it. And who, of the three of us, would be willing to make that 

call? Acts of erasure, defacement and alteration are equal motivations to marking 

territory – to the narcissism of “I Woz Here.”[2] 
 

Can this act of ‘unmaking’ allow space for radical alternatives? 
 
Humour 

 
Nick Cave writes that "humour is the Trojan horse that crosses the moat and 

infiltrates the castle, bringing with it the unsayable."[3] However, our painterly 

pantomime is more than a theatre of the absurd. Absurdity is a category of realism 

that remains vital in the face of our self-erasure. The project is a generous one, we 

will invite others to join us. To this end we have revived Chris Bury’s ‘Painter’s Guild 

of Hobart’ for starters. The Guild’s first project is Hackable Animals. 

 
 

 

[1] Graw, I. 2018, The Love of Painting. Berlijn: Sternberg Press. 
 

[2] Krauss, R. E. 1993, The optical unconscious, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press. 
 

[3] Cave, N. 2019, The Red Hand Files, issue 75, December, available 

at https://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-writers-out-there/ 
 

TWO 

The following text proceeds as if it were a conversation. Which it was not. But it does 

touch on some of the questions and subjects that have emerged in our discussions 

over the past eight months. This faux conversation text is fragmentary, provisional 

and unfinished and mimics the ruptures of the cut-up, or collisions, of our 

collaborative process. 

Eight months ago, we started off thinking about the prevalence of living in an age 

where individual freedoms are increasingly impinged upon by predictive analytics 

and algorithms and wondering if the agency of the painter painting might short 

http://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-writers-out-there/
http://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-writers-out-there/
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circuit those systems. Eight months later we are less sure about the project and 

where it is now going but, who could have predicted that? Yes, we know – dripping 

irony. 

So, if this is a conversation then it seems appropriate to be thinking about ‘natural 

language’ (the grammatically and syntactically flawed language of everyday speech) 

and how machine learning is becoming increasingly more adept at speaking 

‘naturally’. It also seems appropriate to think about the impossibility of ever finishing a 

painting when no one can agree or when the consensus is really nothing more than 

polite deferral. Do machines do that? 

Also, do machines do humour like we’ve done humour? Humour in the face of 

stultifying, predictable outcomes and humour in the face of precarious uncertainty. 
 
 

 
 

And so, the conversation proceeds: 
 

(Natural Language) 

 
There is a natural language in the artist’s studio, no different than that of everyday speech 

full of pauses, ‘ums’, lacunas and solecisms. Perhaps, style is no more than the result of 

dealing with mistakes, elisions, half gestures and unplanned outcomes. 

Natural language can be simulated. Go and ask a chatbot.[1] 
 

Um, and then we got together, each with our own ticks and idiosyncrasies… 
 

Does the result, the combination, give the appearance of conversation; of 

intelligence? Does it result in the appearance of presence? 

Tell me more. 
 

If this is a conversation, then it is an artfully vague one. It is evocative 
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communication; evoking rather than telling.[2] 
 

Is it a conversation? Isn’t it more like someone bursting in to the room and shouting 

“Hello. Let’s shake hands.” Who says that! 

Sure, but did you know that The Eriksonian Handshake is a technique that 

produces a shock interruption of a normal pattern? 

So what? 
 
 
 

 
 

(Provisional Painting) 

 
Valery said, apparently, that a poem is never finished, only abandoned. 

 
Is this a failure, this painting that you have just given over? How do I deal with 

your abandonments? How can I have a conversation with you if you keep 

leaving halfway through a sentence? The lacunas are senseless and 

incoherent. Is this an accident that I should adjust? Should I finish your words 

 

MORE 
artfully vague… 
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or just add a full stop? Something needs to be adjusted. Your erratic 

punctuation could be slapdash insouciance or refined sensitivity. We should 

oscillate and avoid fixing. There can be no finishing. 

The paintings are not signed. 
 

Are you making excessive demands? 
 

Is your abandonment an impossible negation? 
 

Your first thoughts are not my first thoughts. That trivial moment has passed. But if 

we are to give the appearance of conversation it will need some reasonably 

competent painting. 

In 2009 Raphael Rubenstein wrote: “One way or another, every painting has 

something ‘wrong’ with it: sloppy craft, outmoded style, impenetrable obscurity. 

Taken together these flawed works seem less about offering yet another critique of 

painting than securing permission of the artist to pursue every potentially interesting 

idea that crosses his mind.” [3] 

He should have written ‘their mind’ and then we could use this quotation. 
 
(Cookies) 

 
Uncertain, incomplete, casual, self-cancelling. Unfinished. A trail of cookie crumbs 

impossible to follow. 

Abandonment, negation and impossibility versus predictability, persuasion 

and (the) appearance (of coherence). 

Our provisional painting might be the index of unending choice 

and ceaseless options or, it may signal the redundancy of continuing. It may evoke 

an expected future completion, unknown and unpredictable. 

Our faltering and flawed appearance of conversation might be a tactic to flee from 

certainty, predictability and persuasive language. 

And what if our broken, unfathomable speech is our lop-sided contribution to the 

appearance of intelligence? Par for the course? 
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Will we laugh all the way to the bank? 
 
$conversation/collision/collusion$ 

 
 
 

 

 

[1] Start by asking ELIZA. She was the first. Though nowadays Woebot may have more to say. 

 

[2] The speech patterns used by pioneering hypnotherapist Milton Erickson were described as 

‘artfully vague’. 

 

[3] Raphael Rubenstein, ‘Provisional Painting’ in Art in America, May 2009, p. 131 
 
 

THREE 

The victim as comic: 

 
Back in the days – the pre-snapchat/ four-TV-stations days – there was that 

television show “Australia’s Funniest Home Videos” – a highlight reel of human 

clumsiness with zany background music and one guy doing voiceovers. 

Imagine: an old woman is walking hurriedly by a poolside to reach the shower or 

ice-cream vendor, or some misbehaving grandchild– whatever – she slips on the 

wet floor, cracks her head open on the tiles, and lays sprawled out, gushing blood 

from her temple. Not funny. Same scenario, but the woman falls on her arse and 

then, off balance, falls safely – hilariously – into the pool. She climbs out and there 

you have it 

– Australia’s Funniest Home Video. Viewers do not laugh because of a supposed 

whim had seized her to jump in the pool – they laugh because the action is 

involuntary and she is not injured. In this example, Vilayanur Ramachandran would 
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call laughter Mother Nature’s signal for “everything’s cool, don’t worry”. Not to say it 

isn’t weird. It’s definitely that, but the laughable element consists of a certain 

“mechanical elasticity” [Henri Bergson] where one would expect to find the wide- 

awake adaptability of a human being. That might be the social signification of 

laughter. But who knows? 

Humour then may be a threat or menace that ends up being a false alarm. It may be 

a physical threat [kids falling over] or simply the wrong word in a sentence [Christmas 

cracker puns]. 

This body of work is full that stuff: kids falling over, dogs acting like people, comical 

“boing”y sound effects, and – ugh – puns[metaphorically speaking]. All of the things 

are in the wrong place. Rules for making the works, set by the makers, are 

undermined by their own colleagues. 

They’re funny, but not in the way that makes you laugh but the way that makes you 

go “Why the fuck did I choose to collaborate with a mischievous wag?” or “what’s 

that smell?” or “who is Megan Walch?” 

The “victims” here are the works. The works are humiliated, not the curled-over, 

gnome-like cretins who go to contemporary art spaces. They are the audience 

watching Australia’s Funniest Home videos. 

 
Bad: 

 
These works are unfinished, in a self-conscious way. There is nothing about them to 

finish. You can’t finish a non-agenda. Works are never finished anyway, they just are. 

Maybe the unfinished gets a bad rap. The word seems to imply a resignation, a stop, 

some sort of acquiescence. 

Un Finite 
 
Is that a word? 

 
I looked it up. It isn’t. 
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How about infinite? 

That’s similar, right? 

It has no finish – it can’t, a priori. 
 
No full stop. Ever. Just the three-dot continuum … 

 
or spinning rainbow wheel, on some terrible eternal search. 

 
Good things have finality and resolve. Bad things do not. These paintings are very 

bad. Not “bad bad”, more like the word “bad” faux-spray-painted on the cover of that 

Michael Jackson album. 

So there is the practical notion and the theoretical/conceptual notion of unfinished. 

Infinitely reworkable / revisable. 

Always in flux and on the cusp of an improved state of being. Always at risk of falling 

over completely. 

 
Appendix: 

 
This eight-month project has been a necessary first step. 

Ideas are fantastic until humans get involved. [read: politics] 

The project should have been an exercise in ego-death, but egos prevailed. We 

failed. We got in the way. Next time we will ask for funds to purchase psychoactive 

chemicals. 
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HACKABLE ANIMALS

The belief in human liberty is the 

foundation of liberalism, free will and 

equal rights.  But as scientific 

knowledge progresses, we are 

increasingly treated as collections of 

data in the form of biochemistry and 

neurology. We leave trails of 

information through our online 

searches and the products we buy.  In 

future biometric sensors may provide 

direct access to our moods as well as 

the functioning of our organs.  If ‘free 

will’ becomes a series of algorithms, it 

can be co-opted and prone to 

manipulation by the owners of this 

data. 

Is there something haphazard in 

humanity that goes beyond the 

predictability of genes and neurons?

If painting is a form of expression that 

asserts vitalist projections of 

subjectivity, agency and ‘liveliness’[1] 

then this medium is uniquely 

humanistic in relation to digital 

media.  How does painting project the 

fantasy that we are more than a 

precise set of rules specifying how to 

solve a problem?  Is each artist’s ‘style’ 

We can loose ourselves

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, digital image, 2019
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a sequence of repeatable 

steps?  What happens to authorship 

and expected outcomes when three 

artists work on the same 

canvas?  Hasn’t painting been used to 

hack emotions and power relations for 

centuries? 

[1]Graw, I. (2018). The Love of Painting 

Geneology of a Success Medium 

Berlin: Sternberg Press.
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The fruits of our labour

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, digital image, 2019

All the drunks

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, 2019, digital image,

Everything's Cool

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, Digital Image, 2019
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GOOD GRIEF
STUDIOS

From 14th Feb to 1st March, 2020

Hackable Animals exhibition of 

collaborative paintings by Neil 

Haddon, Robert O’Connor and Megan 

Walch. 

Modernism is characterised by artists 

working in isolation. In the past, 

artisans would often belong to a guild, 

rather than working in seclusion. To 

this end, Haddon, O’Connor and 

Walch have formed their own guild: 

The Painters Guild of Hobart (not to be 

confused with the Hobart Guild of 

Painters).  

Over the past eight months, the three 

artists have worked on a series of 

large-scale paintings, periodically 

swapping the ten canvases through 

their studios and responding to what 

the previous artist had produced. 

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch have 

hacked one another’s skills, guided by 

a loose rubric: each painted a ground, 
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then passed it on - so all three took 

turns on the one canvas.  

The ten paintings in this exhibition are 

works in progress. The three artists 

have orchestrated a collision of 

approaches; a black hole of content, 

in an effort to disrupt the preferences 

and outcomes that each individual 

artist might habitually make. The three 

artists gleefully undermine their own 

haphazard rules, creating disruption 

and schism that hacks comfortable 

practice; or the algorithms of artistic 

predictability. If painting is a form of 

subjective expression that embodies 

the agency of the artist then is this 

medium uniquely humanistic in 

relation to digital media? 

Hackable Animals has challenged 

each artist with new ways of working 

and has produced unpredictable 

content and outcomes: “---a 

schizophrenic explosion… a monster 

truck of fuck… a goddamned 

monstrosity...” 

 In this first stage of the project there 

are no conclusions, only propositions: 

left suspended, un-stretched, pinned, 

taped, with notations in the margins.  

To finish a painting might be to kill it. 

And who, of the three, would be 

willing to make that call? Acts of 

erasure, defacement and alteration 

are equal motivations to marking 

territory – to the narcissism of  “I Woz 

Here.”   

Can this act of ‘unmaking’ paintings 

make space for interesting 



alternatives?  

Nick Cave writes that "humour is the 

Trojan horse that crosses the moat 

and infiltrates the castle, bringing with 

it the unsayable."  However, our 

painterly pantomime is more than a 

theatre of the absurd. Absurdity is a 

category of realism that remains vital 

in the face of our self-erasure. The 

project is a generous one, we will 

invite others to join us. To this end, we 

have revived Chris Bury’s ‘Painters 

Guild of Hobart’ for starters. The 

Guild’s first project is Hackable 

Animals. 

  1. Krauss, R. E. 1993, The optical 

unconscious, Cambridge, Mass., 

MIT Press. 

  2. Cave, N. 2019, The Red Hand 

Files, issue 75, December, 

available at 

https://www.theredhandfiles.com/funniest-

writers-out-there/ 

This project was assisted through Arts 

Tasmania by the Minister for the Arts                  
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, The Love of Painting, 2019, oil on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists 

 

 
 

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, The Love of Painting, oil on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, detail, © the artists 
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, The Love of Painting, oil on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, detail, © the artists 

 

 

 
 

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, The Love of Painting, oil on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, detail, © the artists 
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, Our Resolution Cannot Be Measured, 2019, oil, acrylic, vinyl and glitter on canvas, 
153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists 

 

 
 

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, Panto Pony (it’s behind you), 2019, oil and acrylic on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © 
the artists 
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, The Beginner’s Book of Oil Painting, 2019, oil, acrylic, glitter, epoxy resin on 
canvas, various dimensions, © the artists 
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, How to Draw and Paint( art school damage), 2019, oil, acrylic and pencil on 
canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists  

 

 
 

Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, LEFT: Arp’s Rule, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, RIGHT: Astronaut (the 
challenger), 2019, acrylic on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists 
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, Everything’s Cool), 2019, oil, enamel and glitter on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © 
the artists  
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, BBQR, 2019, oil and acrylic on canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists  
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Haddon, O’Connor and Walch, the Hypnotist’s Handshake (artfully vague), 2019, oil, acrylic and pencil on 
canvas, 153 cm x 168 cm, © the artists  
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